༄༅།།སྐྱབས་རྗེ་ཀ་ལུ་རིན་པོ་ཆེའི་

բཀའ་གཏེར་དག་སྣང་རང་རིག

གུ་རུ།   རྒྱལ་བ་ཁྱབ་བདག

ཡི་དམ་ལྷ།   ་མཐུ་རྩལ་ལས་

བཅོམ་ལྡན་རྡོ་རྗེ་འཆང།

ཞབས་བརྟན་གསོལ་འདེབས་ནི།   འཐོབ་

ཞབས་   འབྲེས་ལེགས་དོན་

ka ter dak nang rang rik
reflexive awareness and the pure ap-

Bhagavan Vajradhara, all-pervasive 

guru / jal wa chap dak

Rinpoche Long Life Prayer: / Namo Guru! /

chom den dor ie chang //

victorious one. // Yidam deities,

yi dam [ha // tu tsal [jay

pearances of the karma and terma //
Kalu Rinpoche Long Life Prayer

Jetsun Lama, life force of the practice lineage teachings // May your life be long and your activities expand //

By the noble intention of my completely pure aspirations //

Assemblies of dharma protectors, the expression of the powers of the four activities //

Think of me from the expanse of the great display, which is without reference // Through wisdom,

which has been developed throughout many countless kalpas // Your nirmanakaya manifests in various ways to train beings //

Jetsun Lama, life force of the practice lineage teachings // May your life be long and your activities expand //

By the noble intention of my completely pure aspirations //
By the power of the perfect truth of the Dharmata // May all their wishes be spontaneously fulfilled // And virtuous signs blaze as

These verses for the longevity of His Eminence Rinpoche, the precious emanation of the glorious and holy-lama, Kyabje Kalu Rinpoche were requested, first by Gyaltsen his father and former nephew, and by many disciples, ordained and lay persons and were spoken by Tai Situ Rinpoche. May this prayer be accomplished.